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Regulation isn’t Working







More than one ESB board member “is understood to
have commented at a board meeting that the company
was doing very well out of the regulation process”.
Irish Independent, 2.10.2003.
“Better regulation is needed in sectors such as energy,
telecoms and professional services to ensure more
vigorous competition and drive down the cost of doing
business in Ireland.”
NCC Statement on Prices and Costs 2004, September
2004.

Two Key Elements of Regulatory Reform
Internationally




Permit competition where possible as competition
superior to regulation; and
In natural monopoly areas - regulation remains
necessary – need to devise regulatory tools designed
to reduce regulatory capture.

Removing Legal Restrictions on Entry Not
Enough





Requires structural reform
Transmission and distribution networks in gas and
electricity must be transferred to independent
companies; and
In electricity incumbent’s inherited dominant position
due to former protected monopoly status also needs to
be addressed.

Problem Clearly Recognised




“…a comprehensive structural approach would….largely
but not completely, address ESB’s market dominance”
CER: A Regulatory Approach to ESB Dominance, 4
February 2004.
“If these structural decisions cannot be taken, some
other decision must be found that does not depend on
markets and recognises that competition will not play a
major role in the allocation of resources in the industry”.
Statement of Kieran O’Brien, MD ESB National Grid to
Oireachtas Joint Committee on Communications, Marine
and Natural Resources, 20.6.2004.






CER does not have authority to order break-up and so
cannot rely on such a solution – it could advocate such
an approach to the Government and state clearly that
would be most beneficial for customers.
Structural change takes time – hardly a good reason for
rejecting it;
The large size of some ESB power plants mean some
market power problems would remain – while true this
does not preclude structural reforms.







CER recommended to Minister in December 2003 that
Eirgrid be abolished and that transmission system
should be owned and controlled by a wholly-owned ESB
subsidiary.
Noted that some commentators would advocate full
separation but pointed out that EU Directives did not
require this.
Argues Integrated Networks Model superior to
Benchmark alternative which is the Eirgrid model rather
than full separation.

Mission Impossible


“CER is not ruling out future structural changes to ESB,
but will develop a regulatory approach that will, in the
absence of any structural reforms, ensure a market that
works well and will achieve many, if not all market
benefits.” CER, (2004): A Regulatory Approach to ESB
Dominance, 4 February 2004.

Problem with Regulation






Regulators Prone to Capture
Fundamental Weakness due to Information Asymmetries
Regulators are monopolies
Regulatory Creep endemic - regulators regulate.
“Hence blaming them for regulating is like blaming fish
for swimming.” L. Waverman, (2003): Regulatory
Incentives and Deregulation in Telecommunications in C.
Robinson ed. Competition and Regulation in Utility
Markets, London: Institute for Economic Affairs.

Results to Date






Regulated Firms Setting the Agenda
Price Control Ineffective
Inefficiencies Rewarded
Protecting Competitors
Refusing to Let Go

Real Costs Hidden




Compliance Costs – not borne by regulator so incentive
is to regulate
Bad decisions distort investment and competitive
behaviour

Reforming Ireland’s Regulatory
Regime.










Accept overseas lessons - competition where possible far
superior to regulation at increasing efficiency and ensuring
lowest possible prices to consumers.
Requires structural reforms to promote competition and render
regulation unnecessary except for natural monopoly segments.
Establish properly resourced consumer body that is capable of
presenting counter case to the regulated firm.
Merge CAR, CER, ComReg and subject it to price cap: CPI 10% for next five years.
Public hearings on future price reviews – pending full
competition.
Need an appeals panel to decide appeals against regulatory
decisions including appeals against pricing decisions.
Parties should bear cost of unsuccessful appeals.
Where complaints rejected, complainant should bear cost of
investigation.

